
 

 

The Levush writes that on Shabbos we can attain higher 
levels of wisdom as it is a day especially designated for this 
purpose.  Therefore, we should seek ways to increase the 
amount of Torah that we discuss on this holy day. 

 גוט שבת
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We hope that these Divrei Torah, which are 
designed especially for use during the seudos, 

will בע״ה enhance your Shabbos.  
 

To subscribe directly or unsubscribe, please 
send an email to: 

shemetz.taher@gmail.com 
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 ֹּכה ָאַמר ד' ַּכֲחֹצת ַהַּלְיָלה      [11:4]

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

So says Hashem, at approximately midnight 
In speaking of the timing for makas bechoros (the killing of the firstborn), Moshe uses the 

expression kachatzos – at approximately midnight, a term which discloses a somewhat lesser 

degree of precision than might have been expected.  Rashi explains that this was deliberate 

on Moshe’s part, out of concern for the possibility that Paroh’s astrologers would fall into 

error in calculating the exact time of midnight.  If the start of the plague did not coincide 

exactly with their calculation, they would denounce Moshe as a charlatan for predicting an 
inaccurate time.  The Maharal Tzintz offers another explanation.  The occurrence of 

midnight is dependent on one’s exact location in the world.  Whilst for halachic purposes one 

generally abides by the time in the location in which one finds oneself, the Maharal Tzintz 

theorises that when Hashem promised to strike the firstborn at midnight of this special night, 

He would surely be referring to midnight in Eretz Yisroel, the centre of the world.  Thus, he 

argues, the time in Mitzrayim would not have been midnight at the exact moment when 
death struck.  To accommodate this discrepancy, Moshe said ‘around’ midnight.  In a similar 

vein, Rav Shimon Schwab offers a further explanation, drawing on the Mechilta, which states, 

ke’melech ha’oveir mi’mokom le’mokom – like a king who passes from place to place.  Rav 

Schwab expounds that each bechor was killed at the exact strike of midnight in whichever 

place they were located.  Each locale reaches midnight at a different time, starting with those 

in the east and moving westward.  This is why Moshe said kachatzos, to indicate that it was 

not a set time, but rather one relative to location.  This, says Rav Schwab, is the meaning not 
only of the Mechilta, but also of the possuk [Shemos 12:12], ve’ovarti be’eretz mitzrayim – 

Hashem the King swept through Mitzrayim killing the firstborn in succession, rather than all 

at the same moment.   

 

Moreover, the man, Moshe, was very great in the land of Egypt, in the eyes of the servants of Paroh 

and in the eyes of the people 

The Meshech Chochmo notes that there are two distinct ways in which a person can come to be considered as ‘great’.  One 

is by being exemplary in character and wise beyond the level of others, and by portraying the very finest example of how a 

human being should live his/her life.   The second way is for a person to be very atypical and to do extraordinary things that 

most people cannot normally do, gaining him/her notoriety for achieving, apparently, superhuman success.  The effective 

difference between these two, explains the Meshech Chochmo, is that, from the former, one earns the respect only of the 

elite of society.  They alone acknowledge a person’s intelligence and finer qualities.  By contrast, it is the latter kind of … page 2 

 

 ַּגם ָהִאיׁש ֹמֶׁשה ָּגדֹול ְמֹאד ְּבֶאֶרץ ִמְצַרִים ְּבֵעיֵני ַעְבֵדי־ַפְרֹעה ּוְבֵעיֵני ָהָעם    [11:3]
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… greatness that has much wider currency and 

impresses those well beyond the elite.  Indeed, as word 

of a person’s exceptional achievements spreads, the 

legends have a tendency to become embellished and 

people tremble at the mere mention of the person's 

name.  The elite, however, remain rather more sceptical 

of these accounts.  The Meschech Chochmo derives 

these concepts from our possuk.  At first, Moshe 

Rabbeinu’s fame spreads amongst the hoi polloi in Egypt 

as a result of the miracles that he performed.  Yet he is 

only appreciated by the masses, with Paroh’s 

chartumim (sorcerers) being convinced that he is simply 

a higher-grade magician.  It is only with the plague of 

kinim that the chartumim finally admit that Moshe’s 

exertions are etzba Elokim (the hand of G-d).  However, 

the greatness of Moshe the person, his wisdom, 

humility and selflessness were not identified at first by 

the masses.  Only Paroh's servants, who had the 

opportunity to observe Moshe at close quarters, to hear 

him and to witness his speech and demeanour, knew ish 

Moshe – the greatness of Moshe the ‘man’.  This is why 

the possuk describes him as ho'ish Moshe godol ... 

b'einei avdei Paroh u'v'einei ho'om.  At this stage of the 

narrative, immediately prior to the warning of makas 

bechoros, the final and most lethal of the plagues, all 

echelons of Egyptian society finally had an appreciation 

of Moshe’s all-encompassing greatness as Hashem’s 

representative on earth. 

 

When he sends forth, it shall be complete; he will drive you out 
We have written on previous occasions of the importance of reading 
each parshah with an analytical eye, especially in regard to narrative 
portions with which we are so familiar.  In his encounters with Paroh, 
Moshe Rabbeinu repeatedly demands that Bnei Yisroel go out from Egypt 
for just three days in order to serve Hashem.  The questions on this 
abound.  Why would Moshe say something that was untrue?  Did this 
notion come from Hashem, as Moshe Rabbeinu would surely not alter a 
single word of Hashem's command?  Does Hashem need to use 
subterfuge with Paroh by asking for three days and not the people’s 
permanent release?  Rav Yaakov Kamenetzky answers that Bnei Yisroel 
were supposed to stay in Mitzrayim for 400 years.  Though, in retrospect, 
we calculate that the time began running from Yitzchok's birth, the 
reality is that we were supposed to be in Mitzrayim proper for 400 years. 
The reason for Moshe's appearance on the scene was due to Hashem’s 
observation that Bnei Yisroel would not be able to weather another year 
of servitude without being lost forever.  Their spirit had plumbed new 
depths.  Hashem had wanted Bnei Yisrael to go to the midbar (desert) to 
serve Him, thereby strengthening their emunoh, rejuvenating 
themselves, such that they could return to Mitzrayim to finish the 
balance of years from the gezeiro (decree).  It was only because Paroh 
refused, even after subjecting himself and his people to nine makos, that 
there was a change of plan, and a final and enduring departure from 
Mitzrayim became necessary.  As part of the preparation for this 
outcome, Hashem had to intensify the oppression of His people for the 
final six months, before the plagues started, to compensate for the 
missing years.  As a scriptural support for his explanation, Rav 
Kamenetzky draws on the arguably superfluous word kolo – it shall be 
complete, which appears in the introduction to makas bechoros.  As the 
reference to completion is juxtaposed to Paroh sending the people away, 
it can be deduced that only Paroh’s stubbornness in refusing to release 
the people at an earlier stage, did Bnei Yisroel merit an early exit.       
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השבת-ישראל את-ושמרו בני  

השבת-לעשות את   
 

The Torah informs us that the plague of darkness 
lasted for three days. After the first plague 

[Shemos 7:25], Rashi says that the duration of each of 
the plagues was seven days. He brings a Medrash 

which speaks of two sets of three days, but there is 
apparently still one day missing. The Pnei Yehoshua 
quotes from the Gemoro in Maseches Brochos [3b] 

which describes a timeline indicating that the plague 
of darkness occurred immediately before Moshe 

warned Paroh of the final plague, which was itself only 
the day before the Exodus. This would imply that 10 

Nissan, when Bnei Yisroel took the Pesach lamb, 
beloved deity of the Egyptians, occurred in 

darkness. This 10 Nissan was a Shabbos. There 
was no need for darkness to bury those who 

would not be leaving as this is not a 
Shabbos activity. Our missing day was 

10 Nissan, which was bright and 
clear for all Egypt to watch 

and tremble. 
 
 

 

 ְּכַׁשְּלחֹו ָּכָלה ָּגֵרׁש ְיָגֵרׁש ֶאְתֶכם      [11:1]
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


